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Diversity in Paraphrase Genera-on
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reach the finals.

If Mumbai Indians win this 
game, they will reach finals.
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Diversity in Paraphrase Genera-on
Input Sentence Generated Output

seq2seq 
paraphrase 

model
If the Mumbai Indians win this 

match, they will reach the final.
If Mumbai Indians win, they will 

proceed to the final.

If Mumbai Indians win, they will 
reach the finals.

If Mumbai Indians win this 
game, they will reach finals.

Small varia-ons of 
the sentence!

Paraphrase models should be able to achieve big structural reorderings!

Clausal reordering 
if — they

If the Mumbai Indians win this 
match, they will reach the final.

Passivize win
If the match is won by Mumbai 
Indians, they will reach the final

Mumbai Indians will reach the finals 
if they win this match.
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Controllable Paraphrase Genera-on
Can we explicitly tell our seq2seq model to follow these desired structures? 
By controlling its behavior, we can achieve diversity!

If the Mumbai Indians win this 
match, they will reach the final.

Clausal reordering 
if — they

Passivize win

…

seq2seq 
paraphrase 

model

Mumbai Indians will 
reach the finals if they 

win this match.

seq2seq 
paraphrase 

model

If the Mumbai Indians win this 
match, they will reach the final. +

+

If the match is won by 
Mumbai Indians, they 

will reach the final
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Prior Work

Syntac8c Template-based (Iyyer et al. 2018)

Exemplar-based (Chen et al. 2019)
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If the Mumbai Indians win this 
match, they will reach the final.

S (NP VP) Mumbai Indians will reach the finals 
if they win this match.+

Prior Work

Syntac8c Template-based (Iyyer et al. 2018)

Exemplar-based (Chen et al. 2019)
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Limita-on: Uses the same set of templates for ALL inputs, cannot 
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How do we specify desired target structure?

If Mumbai Indians win this match, they will reach the final.

If the match is won by Mumbai Indians, they will reach the final.

Similar to preordering in MT and 
denotes the right order of content

If Mumbai Indians win this match, they will reach the final.

   1       5             6         4     2       3          7       8     9      10    11
desired 
source 

reordering The model needs to perform 
some rewri-ng to smooth 
over the transforma-ons.

Does not retain seman-cs.
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How do we generate the source reordering?
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‣ By considering mul-ple phrase abstrac-ons, we can enumerate many structures

(captures reordering like the 
grammar rules in syntac-c MT)

Mumbai Indians win this match
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SOW model: Source Order Rewri-ng
Goal: Given an input sentence, generate a set of appropriate reorderings.

S

SBAR PRP VP

IN S

If   it con-nues to rain   I      will  carry  an umbrella

MD VP

VB NP

If it con-nues to rain, I will carry an umbrella
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SOW model: Source Order Rewri-ng
Goal: Given an input sentence, generate a set of appropriate reorderings.

Step 1: Pick two 
cons-tuents to abstract

Step 2: Reorder with a 
seq2seq model

Step 3: Align and get 
reordering

If S I will VP

SBAR I will carry NP SBAR NP I carry                          

If S I will VP             
4 5 1  2    3 
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SOW model: Source Order Rewri-ng
Goal: Given an input sentence, generate a set of appropriate reorderings.

Step 1: Pick two 
cons-tuents to abstract

Step 2: Reorder with a 
seq2seq model

Step 3: Align and get 
reordering

If S I will VP

SBAR I will carry NP SBAR NP I carry                          

If S I will VP             
4 5 1  2    3 

SBAR I will carry NP 
    1    3   4      5      2

Abstracted phrases can  
be further reordered!

S

SBAR PRP VP

IN S

If   it con-nues to rain   I      will  carry  an umbrella

MD VP

VB NP

If it con-nues to rain, I will carry an umbrella

Output of the SOW model

I will VP if S              seq2seq 
model

seq2seq 
model
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Training Data: SOW
‣ We want phrase pairs of the following kind:

If S I will VP I will VP if S              
removing the NN from NP NP was excluded from NN
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Training Data: SOW

‣ Paraphrase dataset (ParaNMT-50M) to extract training data.

‣ We want phrase pairs of the following kind:
If S I will VP I will VP if S              

removing the NN from NP NP was excluded from NN

If it con-nues to rain I will carry an umbrella

I will carry an umbrella if rain con-nues

If S I will VP         I will VP if S
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y roughly following the order specified by r.
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REAP model: Rearrangement Aware Paraphrasing

Goal: Given an input sentence x and source reordering r, generate a paraphrase 
y roughly following the order specified by r.

If it conLnues to rain I will carry an umbrella

Transformer Encoder

…
…76 8 9 4 5

Desired source  
reordering

Transformer 
Decoder

BOS I

I will
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Training Data: REAP
‣ We want sentence pairs with reordering informa-on about the source sentence.

Clippers won the game 
       4          3     1      2
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Training Data: REAP

‣ Extract training data from any paraphrase dataset (ParaNMT-50M) 
using word alignment to gold paraphrases:

‣ We want sentence pairs with reordering informa-on about the source sentence.
Clippers won the game 
       4          3     1      2

The game was won by Clippers

The sales went up in May 
   3      4        5     6   1    2

In May, the sales went up

Clippers won the game

The game was won by Clippers

       4        3      1     2
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Evalua-on: Dataset and Training

‣ ParaNMT dataset: English paraphrase pairs constructed using backtransla-on.

‣ Training Data 
SOW (phrase-level pairs): 1.5m 
REAP (sentence-level pairs): 350k

‣ Tes-ng (10k paraphrase pairs): for each of 10 reorderings, produce a paraphrase. 
Evaluate quality and diversity of these generated paraphrases

x

r1

r2

r10

…
.

y1

y2

y10
…
.

SOW REAP
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Example of a generated paraphrase

Despite recogniLon in European legislaLon, it  
has proved difficult to implement the right of consumer associaLons to representaLon.

The implementaLon of the right of consumer associaLons to representaLon 
has proved difficult despite recogniLon in European legislaLon.

Despite recogniLon PP, it VP.  —> it VP despite recogniLon PP. 

VBZ proved difficult VP —> VP VBZ proved difficult

PP
VP

VBZ VPSOW

SOW

REAP
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Human Evalua-on

‣ Rate 100 sampled paraphrases from each model on a 3-point quality scale with MTurk

seq2seq

SOW-REAP

SCPN

0 25 50 75 100

Gramma-cal Paraphrase
Ungramma-cal paraphrase
Not a paraphrase

‣ Quality of ours is as high as the basic seq2seq model
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Takeaways

‣ Learning syntac-c transforma-ons provide a flexible way to enumerate different 
paraphrasing phenomenon. 

‣ Neural models can be trained to follow these syntac-c guides and produce diverse 
genera-ons. 

Thanks!


